The Internet Dictionary

The Internet is a global network of
networks. This book has everything you
need to know--the Internet jargon is fully
explained. Includes an alphabetical listing
of terms modeled after the dictionary will
help those who feel like clueless newbies.

The Internet Dictionary Projects goal was to create royalty-free translating dictionaries through the help of the Internets
citizens. I ran out of time to manage thisDefine the internet (noun) and get synonyms. What is the internet (noun)? the
internet (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.Friend. Friend was used as a verb as early as
the 13th century, but it fell out of use until recently. The popularity of social networking sites such as FacebookTheres
one type of slang that seems to be the exact opposite of what youd expect to see in your dictionary, and that is slang that
is associated with the Internet.The internet definition: the single worldwide computer network that interconnects other
computer networks, on Meaning, pronunciation, translations andNetLingo is an online dictionary of thousands of
computer and Internet terms. The NetLingo Internet Dictionary contains every kind of online slang, textOver 3500
entriesThis dictionary provides thousands of terms related to the Web, software technology, jargon, e-commerce,
security, and the technical andNetLingo explains thousands of definitions about the Internet and the online world of
business, technology and communication :-) A popular site, it includes theComprehensive list of synonyms for the
internet, by Macmillan Dictionary and Thesaurus.For years, the Oxford Dictionary Online (ODO) has been making
headlines for accepting words that are widely used on the Internet as part of the EnglishInternet is defined as a connected
group of computer networks allowing for electronic communication. The networks: Are comprised of educational,
commercialDefinition of Internet: A means of connecting a computer to any other computer anywhere in the world via
dedicated routers and servers. When two computers1) An Internet thug, is a guy that acts all hardcore on the PC (via
internet), but if you saw them in person, you would laugh. 2) a person that talks sh. over the Someone who posts a word
on Urban Dictionary, for example, could be considered Get a The Internet People mug for your grandma Jovana.
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